BIO WASH

Universal ready-to-use cleaner and degreaser
BIODEGRADABLE

TYPE OF USE

Universal ready-to-use biodegradable cleaner and degreaser for all types of mechanical applications.
All types of surfaces: Plastics, synthetic fabrics, paintworks, varnishes, metals,...etc.

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

For types of applications where BIODEGRADABLE products are required.

PERFORMANCES
Efficiently removes all traces of grease, dust, soil, mosquitoes, brake pad residues,...etc.
Dries evenly.
Leaves a dry anti-corrosion film.
Biodegradable: MOTUL BIO WASH is environment friendly. Biodegradable in 28 days at 92% (inherent biodegradability

Motul

and ultimate biodegradability) according to OECD 302B method.

RECOMMENDATIONS

With pump spray:
Spray generously MOTUL BIO WASH all over the surface to be treated using the “wide jet" position on the gun.
Do not wash in direct sunlight.
Allow to work for a few minutes.
Rinse with water, jet, or steam pressure.
For very dirty parts, repeat the operation using the position "directed jet" on the gun and rub with a sponge or a rag.
Use a soft cloth to obtain a perfect finish.
Without pump spray:
Dilute MOTUL BIO WASH in water or use directly on a damp sponge.
Do not wash in direct sunlight and rinse with water thoroughly.
Use a soft cloth to obtain a perfect finish.

We retain the right to modify the general characteristics of our products in order to offer to our customers the latest technical development.
Product specifications are definitive from the order which is subject to our general conditions of sale and warranty. Made in FRANCE
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Protects paintwork and varnish.
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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Universal ready-to-use cleaner and degreaser
BIODEGRADABLE
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